Topsy -Turvy Doll

I used to sew many of the Christmas gifts for my family, but as my boys got older I did less and less. However, now that I have a granddaughter, it feels good to get back into it! This year I’m making Cady this topsy-turvy doll. On one end the dolly is awake, flip up her dress and she’s asleep in her flannel nightgown and cap. I’ve made several of these over the years, and it’s always fun. There’s something quite charming and magical about them.

If you’d like to make your own dolly for someone special, you can find the pattern on the last page of these directions. (When you print out the patterns, make sure to tape together the two body sections along the thin line, matching the marks.)

For materials you’ll need:

• 1/3 yard flesh tone fabric for head/ body and arms
• 1/2 yard fabric for day dress
• 5/8 yard flannel fabric for nightgown and cap
• 2 yards lace trim for day dress
• 3 yards lace trim for nightgown and cap
• 1 yard ribbon to trim waist of day dress
• 1 yard 1/4″ elastic
• polyfil stuffing
• permanent markers or embroidery floss for faces
• yarn for hair
• additional trims such as ribbon roses, ribbons for hair, teddy bear, if desired
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Making the faces.

I often embroider them with embroidery floss. If you do so, I recommend you just trace the head/body pattern onto your fabric but don’t cut it out until after the embroidery is done. This gives you material for your hoop to grip onto. Or you can do like I did this year and color in the faces with markers. Make sure to use permanent markers that won’t run if they get wet.

I used a Pigma Micron Pen in size 01 for the black outlines and red for the lips. I used the brush tip end of a Marvy Le Plume II in Salvia Blue to color in the eyes. Don’t forget to add a tiny bit of white for the catch-lights in the eyes. Acrylic paint on a toothpick will work nicely for that bit.
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Cutting out pattern pieces:

- Cut 8 arm pattern pieces from flesh tone fabric.
- Cut a 10"x40" piece from the day dress fabric for the skirt.
- Cut a 10"x40" piece from the nightgown fabric for the skirt.
- Cut a 13" circle from the nightgown fabric for the nightcap.
- Cut one bodice and sleeve piece from each dress fabric. (See below for more detail.)
- Tape together day dress two doll head/body pattern pieces along the indicated lines. Cut two from flesh tone fabric. In the photo below you can see the shape you will have (weird, huh?) (You DO NOT need to have a seam at the waistline like I do. I had some small pieces of flesh tone fabrics that needed to be pieced this way.)

The bodice/sleeve pieces:

This step can be a little confusing. The bodice/sleeve pieces are cut on TWO folds. Hopefully, the below photos will clear it up. :-)  

First, make a fold in your fabric that is a little deeper than the pattern piece, about 4.5".
Next, fold the fabric again, this time perpendicular to the first fold.

Now you have two adjacent folds, at a 90° angle to each other. Place the pattern piece on the fabric with the long “place on fold” edge along the long fold, and the shorter “place on fold” edge along the shorter fold.
Here's a close up of the corner when the folds meet. As you can see, you will be cutting through four thicknesses.

The resulting piece looks like this:

You will need to cut along one of the short folds to make the dress back opening.

Hope that is clear! Please feel free to contact me with any questions at sandytevin@gmail.com.

A 1/4” seam allowance is used throughout, unless stated otherwise. (Seam allowances are included in the patterns.)

Once the faces have been completed you can sew the two body/head sections together, meeting right sides and leaving an opening where indicated.
Also sew the arm pieces to make a total of 4 arms.

Here's a great trick for any time you need to leave an opening for turning: Sew perpendicular to the seam from the raw edge in to the seam line, then sew your seam. At the end of the seam sew back to the raw edge. Now, when you turn your piece right side out, it's very easy to find where you need to sew up the opening.

Clip all curves, turn all pieces right side out and stuff with fiberfill. When you stuff the hands, stuff the fingers only lightly, as later we’ll be machine stitching in lines to make fingers.

Here’s a tip for smooth stuffing: Whichever side of the project you want to look smoothest (the faces in this instance) have that side DOWN while you are stuffing. Don’t know why it works, but it always does.
Once all the pieces are stuffed, hand sew the openings closed.

At this point your doll faces should be complete, the bodies and arms should be sewn, stuffed and hand-stitched closed.

**Adding the fingers.**

Next, you need to bring the arms to the sewing machine and stitch three lines on each hand to make the finger divisions. As long as you stuffed this lightly, you shouldn’t have any problems. Start sewing at the edge of each hand and stitch up towards the shoulder, then back stitch on the same line all the way back to your starting point. If your machine balks at stitching through all the thickness, you can hand sew these lines or skip this step altogether.

**Adding the arms to the bodies.**

Use very heavy thread and a long needle, like a doll needle. The thread I like to use is labeled “Extra Strong for Buttons, Carpets and Crafts.” Use doubled thread to go through the dots on the arm, then through the shoulder and back. Go around 3-4 times. Bury the knot in the doll. (In this photo I have the thread loose to show the path it needs to take. You’ll have to pull it tight as you sew.)
To make the clothing.

With right sides together, sew lace to necklines of both bodices. Match the raw edge of bodice to the gathered edge of the lace. If you wish, press seam toward bodice and topstitch to hold in place.

In the same manner sew lace to the edges of the nightgown sleeves and the nightcap.

Finish sleeve edges of day dress. Fold on line and stitch to make a casing.

Use 4 4.5” pieces of 1/4” elastic. Use a zigzag stitch to sew one to each nightgown sleeve 1 1/2” from finished edge of lace. (Tip: Leave the elastic long and mark at 4.5”. This gives you something to hold on to while sewing.)
Insert the remaining 2 pieces of elastic into sleeve casings on day dress, tacking in place in seam allowance.
Cut a 13” piece of 1/4” elastic. Zigzag stitch this to the nightcap, 2” in from finished edge of lace.
Sew all sleeve and underarm seams.

For the skirts of the dresses. (10”x40” pieces)

Topstitch lace 2” from one long edge of each skirt. Lace will be towards bottom of skirt.
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Sew center back seams of skirts, leaving 3” unsewn at top. Press this seam open and continue pressing back 1/4” on each side of unsewn section. Sew skirts together along bottom edges. Press this seam open, then fold along seam and press, creating a double-sided skirt.

Treating skirts as one, gather top edge. This is very heavily gathered so I like to zigzag over a cord (like crochet cotton) to make my gathers.
**Adding bodices to skirts.**

Gather the skirts to fit the bodices and sew the waistline seam, matching center backs and having gathers even all around.

The skirts will be sandwiched between the two bodice sections. The layers will look like this, from top to bottom:

- day dress bodice, right side down
- skirts, with day dress side up, nightgown side down
- nightgown bodice, right side up

Sew with a ¼ inch seam.

Check to make sure the seam is satisfactory, then remove crochet cotton and trim seam to reduce bulk.

Now it’s time to dress your doll. Make sure you put the nightgown on the side with the sleeping face and the day dress on the awake face. Hand sew the open center back seams on both dresses.

**Making the yarn hair for our doll.**

I used Red Heart brand in worsted weight, but you can use whatever you like or have on hand. You’ll need to find a book (or a rigid object) that is 14″ across. Wrap the yarn around this object 80-100 times. (I got a little overenthusiastic and wrapped mine 130 times! As a result, my doll’s hairs is a bit thicker than strictly necessary. Ah well.) If you have thinner yarn make more wraps, or use less wraps for thicker yarn.
Once your book is all wrapped, find the center of this bundle of yarn. To hold the yarns in place for sewing, place a piece of painter’s tape slightly to one side of center and another to the other side of center, leaving a 1/2” gap. Do this on both sides of the book.

Now, gently slide your yarn off the book. (This is the tricky part, just take your time. Don't worry if it gets a little messed up while sliding.) Your yarn bundle should look something like this:
Lengthen the stitch on your sewing machine and sew down the middle of your bundle of yarn, right between the two pieces of tape. To keep the yarns from getting caught on the presser foot and feed dogs, sandwich your bundle between two pieces of waxed paper while sewing. Make sure to back stitch to secure both ends. Gently remove the tape and waxed paper.

Hand stitch the seam to your doll’s head. This seam becomes the center part of her hair. Since mine was so thick, and difficult to sew, I also lifted up the hair on either side of the part and applied a line of glue to further secure it.
Repeat this wig-making process to make hair for the other side of the doll.

You can now style your doll’s hair as desired. If you want to trim the yarn loops, that’s fine. I left in the loops because this doll is going to a two-year old and I don’t want her to be able to pull out single strands of yarn. My day doll’s hair is pulled back and the night doll’s hair is in ponytails.

If desired, hand sew the nightcap to the sleeping doll’s head. Now is the time to add whatever other trimmings you like. I gave the day doll a ribbon rose and sash for her dress and flowers for her hair.

The sleeping doll got a ribbon rose on her bodice, ribbons on her pigtails and a teddy bear. I had to carefully position the bear so that it didn’t show as a big lump under the day dress.

And here she is, all done.

If you decide to make a topsy turvy doll of your own, please send me pictures, I’d love to see what you’ve done!

Happy creating!

Sandy

These instructions and pattern pieces are given freely at no charge to you.

Please feel free to share with any of your sewing friends.

All I ask is that you leave all credits intact.

Thanks, and be sure to visit keepsakecrafts.net

for lots more sewing and crafting ideas and inspiration.
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